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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
OF TENSOR PRODUCTS OF LINEAR OPERATORS. II:

THE APPROXIMATE POINT SPECTRUM

AND KATO ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM
BY

TAKASHIICHLNOSE

Abstract. For tensor products of linear operators, their approximate point

spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and essential spectra in the

sense of T. Kato and Gustafson-Weidmann are determined together with

explicit formulae for their nullity and deficiency. The theory applies to

A®I+I®B and A® B.

Introduction. Given densely defined closed linear operators A and B in

complex Banach spaces X and Y respectively with domains D[A] and D[B]

and with nonempty resolvent sets p(A) and o(B), associated with each

polynomial of degrees m in | and « in tj

(0.1) P(H,y)=2cJk?r1k
jk

is a polynomial operator

(0.2) F {A ® I, I ® B } =^cjkAJ ® Bk
jk

in X ®a Y with domain D[Am] ® D[Bn], where X ®a Y is the completion

of X ® Y with respect to a quasi-uniform reasonable norm a. For simplicity

it is assumed that (0.2) is closable in X ®a Y with closure F {A ® I, I ® B).

In the previous papers [10] and [11], for a certain class of polynomials

F (|, tj), the spectrum and essential spectra in the sense of F. E. Browder, F.

Wolf and M. Schechter of F {A ® I, I ® B } have been determined together

with explicit formulae for its nullity, deficiency and index. The consequent

theory decides when F {A ® I, I ® B) is Fredholm.

The aim of the present paper is to study some further spectral properties of

P{A ® 1,1 ® B) for the same class of polynomials, precisely, to determine

its approximate point  spectrum,  approximate deficiency spectrum and
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essential spectra in the sense of T. Kato [13] and Gustaf son-Weidmann [5]

together with explicit formulae for its nullity and deficiency. They are closed

subsets of the complex plane C defined by exploiting the notions of the

approximate nullity and approximate deficiency. The present theory decides

when P{A® I, I ® B) is semi-Fredholm, though the crossnorm a needs to

have an additional property, called the "/- or «-property". For both X and Y

Hubert spaces, the greatest reasonable norm it, smallest reasonable norm e

and prehilbertian norm a have these properties. As a by-product it is worth

mentioning that if it is known that there exists a sequence {«/}/_, in X ®a Y

of unit vectors such that P {A ® I, I ® B)u, -» 0 in X ®a Y as /-» oo then

it is possible to choose sequences {x,}Jl, c D[Am] and {y/}/_, C D[B"] of

unit vectors such that P {A ® I, I ® B)(x, ® y¡) -»0 in X ®a Y as /-» oo,

and further that if {u,)f=x is noncompact then either {x,}^, or {y/}/_, can

be chosen to be noncompact so that {x,®yl)fSMl is noncompact (Theorems

3.1 and 3.3 with [11, Lemma 1.3]).

The class of admissible polynomials, <3'e(A, B), depends on A and B and

therefore on their spectra o(A) and o(B); it is defined as follows. A

polynomial P(£,ii) is said to belong to tye(A, B) if it satisfies that

P(o(A), o(B)) ¥= C when both o(A) and o(B) are nonempty and that for

every k E P(o(A), o(B)) with dist(<c, P(o(A), o(B))) > 0 (for every k E C

when either o(A) or o(B) is empty) there exist nonempty open sets U and V

with Ci/ c p(A) and CV c p(B) having the following properties:

(i) for each sufficiently large r > 0, the restrictions of the boundaries dU

and 9V to the closed disc Kr = (f; |f | < r) consist of a finite number of

rectifiable Jordan arcs and have a length O (r) as r -> oo;

(ii)dist(ic,/>(£/, V))>0;
(iii) |||(£7 -A)'11| is uniformly bounded on CU and \\r¡(t]I - B)_I||

uniformly bounded on C V;

_(iv)_for some t > 0, iPfé, tj)|(|£| + |r/|)_T is bounded away from zero on

U X F for sufficiently large |£| + |tj|.

The proofs rely on the properties of admissible polynomials and make use

of a result of Slodkowski and Zelazko [18] (cf. Choi and Davis [1]) on the

joint approximate point spectrum of commuting bounded linear operators

and a reduction of P{A ® I, I ® B) obtained by applying to A and B the

reduction theorem of T. Kato [12] of a linear operator.

The results, together with those in [10] and [11], may amplify the method of

separation of variables and also serve as basic principles in the spectral theory

of many-body Schrödinger operators.

§ 1 is concerned with these subsets in question of the spectrum and with a

reduction of a linear operator and introduces the notions of the /- and

«-properties for crossnorms a on tensor products of Banach spaces. §2 refers

to a reduction method of the closure of a polynomial operator. §3 contains
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the main results on the approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency

spectrum and essential spectra with nullity and deficiency formulae. The

results for the approximate point spectrum and approximate deficiency

spectrum may show that the spectral mapping theorems with them hold for

the class of admissible polynomials. At the end of the section it is illustrated

that the theorems do not in general hold for a quasi-uniform reasonable norm

a on X ® Y without the i- and A-property, and that the spectral mapping

theorem with the point spectrum does not in general hold. §4 is devoted to

two important special cases for the polynomials P(£, tj) = £ + tj and P(£, rj)

-in.

Without assumption of the closability of (0.2) the theory is valid as well by

interpreting F {A ® I, I ® B} as an arbitrary maximal extension in X ®a Y

of (0.2) in the sense of G. Köthe [14] and by extending the notions of

approximate nullity and approximate deficiency to a linear operator which is

not necessarily closed.

If, in addition, the crossnorm a is faithful on X ® Y, all the results are

valid for the closure of another associated polynomial operator

(0.3) P[A ® I, I ® B] = 2 cjkAJ ®a Bk
jk

in X ®a Y, for (0.2) and (0.3) have the same closure (see [10]).

For the basic notions and results on linear operators and tensor products

see T. Kato [12], [13] and A. Grothendieck [3], [4] and R. Schatten [17].

1. Preliminaries.

1.1. A reduction of a linear operator. Let Z be a complex Banach space with

topological dual space Z'. Let F: D[T] c Z-» Z be a closed linear operator

with domain D[T] and range R [T]. For F densely defined the adjoint of Fis

denoted by T.

The nullity of F, nul F, is the dimension of the null space N[T] of T and

the deficiency of F, def F, the dimension of Z/R[T]. The index of F, ind F,

is defined as ind F = nul F - def F. The ascent a(T) (resp. descent 5(F)) of

F is the smallest nonnegative integer p such that N[TP] = N[Tp+l] (resp.

R[Tp] = R[Tp+']). If no suchp exists set a(T) = oo (resp. 8(T) = oo) [19].

The spectrum and resolvent set of F are denoted by o(T) and p{T),

respectively, and the approximate nullity and approximate deficiency of F by

nul'F and def F, respectively (see [12], [13]). It is known that nul'F (resp.

def F) coincides with nul F (resp. def F) if R[T] is closed, and is infinite if

R[T] is not closed, nul'F is positive if and only if there is a sequence

{¿i)T-1 C D [ T] of unit vectors with Tz, -» 0 as / -» oo, and nul' F is infinite if

and only if this sequence {z,}?„x of unit vectors can be chosen to be

noncompact. If Fis densely defined then def F = nul'F'.
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We are interested in the following subsets of o(T) which are closed in the

complex plane C:

a.(T) = {A; nul'(T - XI) > 0), os(T) = [X; def'(T -XI)> 0],

o+(T) = {A;nul'(r-A/) = co},      a_(T) = {X; def'(T - XI) = oo},

oek(T) = o+(T)no_(T).

o„(T), os(T) and oek(T) are respectively the approximate point spectrum,

approximate deficiency spectrum and Kato essential spectrum of T. o+(T) and

o_(T) are also called the essential spectra by Gustafson-Weidmann [5].

Clearly o(T) = o„(T) u os(T). oek(T) is the complementary set in C of the

semi-Fredholm domain for T. For T densely defined, os(T) = o-„(7") and

o_(T) = o+(T').

To derive nullity and deficiency formulae we shall need the following two

subsets of o(T):

ovi(T) = {XE on(T) \ o+(T); 0 < nul(r - À7) < co but

nul(T - £7) = 0 in a deleted neighbourhood of f = X},

os¡(T)= {XEos(T)\o_(T);0<def(T-XI)< oo but

def(T - £/) = 0 in a deleted neighbourhood of f = X).

The set of all isolated, finite-dimensional eigenvalues X of T, i.e. all

eigenvalues X of T, isolated ino(T), with finite algebraic multiplicity t(T; X),

is a subset of o^(T) and o-fi,(r). The smallest integerp such that N[TP] is not

a subset of R[T] or, equivalently, N[T] is not a subset of R[TP] is denoted

by p(T); if there is no such p set v(T) = oo (v(T: I) in the notation of T.

Kato [12]). By [12, Theorem 3] v(T - XI) < oo if X is in o„¡(T) or oSi(T).

We shall need the following lemma which will be proved with the aid of the

reduction theorem [12, Theorem 4].

Lemma 1.1. Let L be a finite subset of o„¡(T) (resp. oSi(T)) and L' the set of

all isolated, finite-dimensional eigenvalues of T in L. Then T has the following

reduction relative to L:

(1.1)   T = (Tx, T2),   Tx - (Tx)XeL,   Z = ZX®Z2,   Z, = 2 0 Zx.

Here each Zx is a finite-dimensional subspace of Z with Zx c D[T]. T is

decomposed by Z„ Z2 and each Zx. Tx, T2 and Tx are the parts of T in Z,, Z2

and Zx. The identity operators in the respective spaces are denoted by 7,, 72 and

Ix. For each X E L, Tx is the sum ofXIx and a nilpotent operator in Zx and T2

is a closed operator in Z2 with R[T2 — \72] closed. We have
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(1.3)

(1.2) v(Tx -A/,)< co,       v(T2-XI2) = oo;

nul(F - XI) = nul(F, -KIX) + nul(F2 - XI2),

def(T -XI) = def(F, - XIX ) + def(T2 - XI2),

nul(F, - X/, ) = nul(Fx - XIX) = def(Tx -XIX) = def(F, - A/, ),

nul(T2-XI2) = 0   (resp. def(F2 - XI2) = 0);

(1.4) a(T-XI) = a(Tx -XIX)   (resp.8(T- XI) = S(TX-XIX));

o(Tx) = o„(Tx) = os(Tx) = L,       o(T2) = o(T)\L',

"AT2) = ov(T)\L   (resp.os(T2) = os(T)\L).
(1.5)

Proof. Choose a X from L. Then by [12, Theorem 4] Z is decomposed into

the direct sum Z = Zx@ Z0 according to which F is decomposed. Each Zx is

a finite-dimensional subspace of Z with ZA c ß [F]. The part Fx of F in Zx is

the sum of XIX and a nilpotent operator in Zx and the part F0 of F in Z0 is a

closed operator in Z0 with Ä [ F0 — XI0] closed. We have

(1.2)' v(Tx -XIX)< dim Zx,       v(T0 - XI0) = oo;

nul(F - XI) = nul(Fx - XIX) + nul(F0 - X/0),

def(F - A/) = def(Fx - \/x) + def(F0 - X/0),

nul(Fx-\/x) = def(Fx-A7x),

nul(To-XIo) = 0   (resp. def(F0 - XI0) = 0),

(1.4)' a(T-XI) = a(Tx-XIx)   (resp. 5(F - XI) = 8(TX - XIX));

o(Tx) = o„(Tx) = o5(Tx) = {X),

(1.5) *TO-[a(n ifXeLXL',

a,(F0) = aw(F)\ {X}   (resp.os(T0) = os(T)\{X}).

Next choose another X' from L \ (A), unless it is empty. In the same way

we can decompose the Banach space Z0 into the direct sum Z0 = Zv © Z^

according to which F0 is decomposed. Then

Z = ZX(B Zx,® Zqo,

and the relations (1.2)'—(1.5)' hold with F, Tx and F0 respectively replaced by

the parts F0, Fv and Txyo of F in Z0, Zx. and Z«,. It will then follow that F has

the reduction (1.1) relative to L = {X, X'}. Since L is finite this procedure can

be continued until at last it reaches (1.1).   Q.E.D.

1.2. Crossnorms on tensor products of Banach spaces. Throughout this paper,
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X and Y are complex Banach spaces with topological dual spaces X' and Y',

unless otherwise specified.

For Z a Banach space, L(Z) denotes the linear space of all bounded linear

operators T of Z into itself and 7(Z) (resp. H(Z)) its subset of all topological

isomorphisms (resp. homomorphisms) T of Z into itself. B (Z) denotes the set

of all bounded linear operators T of D [T] c Z into Z. Clearly

7(Z)c77(Z)cL(Z)c5(Z).

A reasonable norm a on X ® Y is a crossnorm a on X ® Y whose dual

norm a' is a crossnorm on X' ® Y'. The completion of X ® Y with respect

to a is denoted by X ®aY. A crossnorm a is said to be quasi-uniform on

X ® Y with constant k if

||(r®S)U||a<A:||71|15||||M||0,       «E*®F,

forall(r,S)EL(A")XL(y).
A uniform crossnorm is quasi-uniform with k = 1. The greatest reasonable

norm it and smallest one e are uniform. The prehilbertian norm o on X ® Y

with both X and 7 Hubert spaces, which is the norm induced by the inner

product (x, ® y„ x2 ®y2) = (xx, x^y^y^, is uniform.

A crossnorm a (a > e) is said to be faithful on X ® Y if the natural

continuous linear mapping/,": X ®a Y -* X ®e Y is one-to-one.

The notions of ®-norms and injective ®-norms in the sense of A.

Grothendieck [4] are also used.

We introduce some new notions for a crossnorm a. A crossnorm a is said

to have the /- (resp. h-) property on X ® Y if for every T E 7 (A") (resp.

T E H(X)) and S E 7(7) (resp. S E 77(F)) there exist positive constants

y(T ® I) and y(7 ® S) such that

(1.6) ¡(7 ® 7)«||a> y(T ® 7) dist(n, N[T] ® Y),       uEX® Y,

and

(1.7) ¡(7 ® S)u\\a> y(I ® S) dist(«, X ® N[S]),      u E X ® Y.

Therefore, a has the i- (resp. h-) property on X ® Y if for every (7*, S) E

I(X) X 7(F) (resp. (T, S) E 77(A") X H(Y)) there exists a positive constant

y(T ® S) such that

(1.8) ||(7®S)M||a>y(F®5)dist(w,7\r[7'®5]),      u E X ® Y.

Here N[T ® S] - N[T] ® Y + X ® N[S] in general, and N[T ® S] «

{0}if(7,S)E/(A*) X/(F).
Remark. When a is quasi-uniform, (1.8) implies (1.8) with T ®a S in place

of 7 ® S, so that 7 ®fl S is in 7 (A", ®a Y) (resp. 77 (X ®a Y)). The

converse is true for (7, S) E I(X) X I(Y), but the question is open whether

it is true for (7, S) E H(X) X 77(F). However, it is true that (1.8) is
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equivalent to (1.8) with F ®a S in place of_T ® S plus the fact that

R[T ®aS] = R[T® S] and N[T ®a S] = N[T ® S], where closure is

taken in X ®aY. To see it we have only to check that (1.8) implies that

N[T ®a S] = N[T ® S]or,in view of the theorem of bipolars, that R[(T ®a

S)'] = N[T ® S]x, where orthogonality is defined by the dual pair

{X ®a Y, (X ®a Y)'). Since it suffices to establish the inclusion d, let

«' £ N[T ® 5]x. As a has the A-property on X ® Y, the linear form v' on

R [T ® S] = R [T] ® R [S] defined by

<t/, (F ® S)u) = <«', m>,       uEX ®Y,

is continuous in the norm a. By the Hahn-Banach theorem v' is extended to a

continuous linear form on X ®a Y, which we denote by the same v'. Then

«' - (F ® S)'v' = (F ®a S)'v',

whence u' E R[(T ®a S)'].

Proposition 1.2. (a) For both X and Y Banach spaces, the infective ®-norm

a and, in particular, the norm e, has the i-property on X ® Y.

(b) For both X and Y Hilbert spaces, the norms w, e and o have the A- and

hence i-property on X ® Y.

Proof, (a) Evident from definition of the injective ®-norm.

(b) For (F, S) E H(X) X H(Y), we show (1.8).
The case tt. By [3, Chapitre I, §1, n°2, Proposition 3], F ®„ S is a

topological homomorphism of X ®„ Y onto R [T] ®v R [S] and TV[F ®„ S]

is the closure of N[T ® S] in X ®v Y. By [3, Chapitre I, §1, «°2, Corollaire 1

to Proposition 4], R[T]®V R[S] is a complementary subspace of X ®„ Y,

since every closed subspace of a Hilbert space is complementary. Hence

follows (1.8).

The case e. Let u E X ® Y. First note

X® Y = N[T ® S] © (N[T]X ® Ar[5]±),

(1.9) N[T ® S] = {N[T] ® N[S]) © (N[T] ® N[S]X)

@ (N[T]L ® N[S]).

Then u = ux + u2, where w, £ N[T ® S] and u2 E (NIT]1 ® iV[5]x). Let

«2 = Sy_,a;x,- ®yp which, we may assume, is a canonical form [17, V, 3,

Lemma 5.5], so that both the sequences {x,-}^„, c A/[F]X and {yjYj-x C

A/IS]-1 are orthonormal. Then there exists a constant y(T) > 0 such that
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{T®S)u\l=\\(T®I)(I®S)u2\\e

= sup r2*,(sM*, ;vey,||v||«i
y=i

y(F)sup disti 2 aj(Syj,y)xj,N[T]\;y £ Y, \\y\\= 1

= Y(F)sup 2 <*j(Syj,y)xj
7=1

;v£F,||y||=l

= y(F)|(/®S)«2|£.

By the same argument applied to ||(7 ® S)u2\\e we have for some y(S) > 0

\\{T®S)u\\> y(T)y(S)\\u2\\> y(T)y(S)dist{u, N[T ® S]).

The case o can be proved by the same kind of argument based on the

relation (1.9).   Q.E.D.

Remark 1. (a) For both X and Y Banach spaces, a quasi-uniform

reasonable norm a having the property that (T, S) E B(X) X 5(7) implies

F ® S E B(X ®a Y) has the /-property on X ® Y. In fact, if (F, S) E

I(X) X I(Y), then T~l E B(X), S~x £ B(Y) and there is a constant C

such that for all u E X ® Y

IM|a-||(r-' ® S-')(F® S)u\\a< C\\(T® S)u\\a.

This property is had, for instance, by the injective ®-norms on X ® y for A"

and Y Banach spaces, by the norms m and o on X ® Y for X and Y Hilbert

spaces and by the crossnorm induced on Lp(üx) ® Lpiß^ Dv ^e norm °f

Lp(tix X ß2), 1 < p < oo.

(b) A more general result than Proposition 1.2(b) can be shown: For both

X and Y Hilbert spaces, every ®-norm has the A- and hence /-property on

X ®Y.

Remark 2. A reasonable norm need not have the /'- or A-property on

X ® F for a pair of Banach spaces X and Y. In fact, we give examples where

(F, S) is in I(X) x I(Y) or H(X) X H(Y) but R[T ®a S] is not closed.

Examples, (a) Let X = lp where l<p<|or2<p<oo. There exists an

uncomplementary subspace Z of X to which X is isomorphic (see [15, p.

205]). We denote this isomorphism of X onto Z by K and the injection of Z

into X by 7. Set F = JK, so that F £ I(X). Z is reflexive. Set Y = Z'. Since

X satisfies the approximation condition so that it is faithful on X ® Y,

K ®„ I, J ®„ I and T ®v I are all one-to-one and T ®„ I =

(J ®„ I)(K ®n I). By [3, Chapitre I, §1, n°2, Proposition 3], K ®„ I is an
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isomorphism of X ®„ Y onto X ®„ Z. However, 7 ®„ 7 is not in

7(A" ®„ Y), in fact, R[T ®v I] is not closed, for by [3, Chapitre I, §1, «°2,

Corollaire 2 to Proposition 4] J ®„ I is not an isomorphism of Z ®v Y into

X ®„ Y, that is, R [J ®„ I] = R [7 ®„ 7] is not closed.

(b) Let A", y and 7 be as above. Therefore 7' is in H(Xn) with R [T'] - A"

and 7' ®c 7' in L(A"' ®, Y'). Clearly tf[ 7' ®e 7'] is dense in X' ®e Y'. But

it is not closed, i.e. R[T' ®t V] ¥= X' ®t Y'. In fact, otherwise (V ®t IJ is

in 7((A"' ®, Y')'). Since X satisfies the metric approximation condition we

have e' = it on X ® Y [3, Chapitre I, §5, «°2, Corollaire 1 to Proposition 40],

so that X ®„ Y can be considered as a closed subspace of (A"' ®e Y')'. Since

7 ®„ I is the restriction of (7' ®e 7')' to X ®v Y, it must be in I(X ®„ Y).

This is a contradiction.

If either A" or F is of finite dimension, all reasonable norms a on X ® Y

are equivalent and

x ®„ y = x ® y,    (a- ®a y)' = a" ®a. r = *' ® r,

so that they and their dual norms are quasi-uniform, faithful and have the h-

and hence /-property on X ® Y and X' ® Y', respectively.

Finally, it should be noted that all these notions of a crossnorm a are

inherited by the crossnorms induced by a on tensor products of comple-

mentary subspaces of X and Y.

Proposition 1.3. Let P E L(X) and Q E L(Y) be projections. Let abe a

crossnorm onX ® Y and ä the crossnorm on PX ® QY induced by a.

(a) If a is reasonable (resp. quasi-uniform, resp. faithful) on X ® Y, so is â

on PX ® QY. If a is a ®-norm, a is equivalent to aonPX® QY.

(b)Ifa has the i- or h-property onX ® Y, so does ä on PX ® QY.

Proof, (a) See [11, Proposition 1.5].

(b)Set

XX = PX,   X2 = (I-P)X;       YX = QY,   Y2 = (I-Q)Y.

Let (7„ Sx) be in I(XX) X I(YX) (resp. 77(A*,) X 77(y,)). The identity

operators in both A", and Yx are denoted by the same 7,. We have to establish

(1.6) and (1.7) with a, 7„ Sx, 7„ A", and Yx in place of a, 7, S, I, X and Y,

respectively. Because of symmetry we have only to show (1.6). Set 7 = TXP

+ (I - P). Then 7 is in 7 (A") (resp. 77 (A")), since P commutes with 7, and

N[Ti] - N[T]. By assumption, (1.6) holds for all u in X ® Y and, in

particular, in Xx ® Yx. Since ||(7, ® Ix)u\\5 = ||(7 ® 7)«||a, for u E A", ®

y„ it suffices to show that the distance from u to N[TX]® Yx under the norm

â is equivalent to the distance from u to N [7] ® Y under the norm a. To see

this we have only to note that X ® Y is decomposed into the topological

direct sum
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a- ® y = (A-, ® y,) e (x, ® y2) e (A"2 ® y,) © (x2 ® y2)

under the norm a so that

N[T]® y = (A^[7,]® y,)©(AT[7,]® Y2).   Q.E.D.

The closure of PX ® QY in X ®a Y is denoted by PX ®5 QY.

2. Polynomial operators. Throughout, a ia a reasonable norm on X ® F,

unless otherwise specified. Let A: D[A] c A" -» A" and 5: 7)[5] c F-» y be

densely defined closed linear operators with nonempty resolvent sets p(A)

and p(B).

It is assumed that both dim X and dim Y are positive and at least one of

them is infinite. For simplicity we assume the operator (0.2) associated with

(0.1) is closable in X ®a Y with closure P {A ® I, I ® B). This is the case,

for instance, if a is faithful on X ® Y [10].

To simplify the notation we often write

(2.1) PA = P [A ® I, I ® B ) - XI ®a I,      P = P0.

We consider only polynomials (0.1) of degrees m > 1 in £ and n > 1 in tj. For

a polynomial P(£, tj) and subsets oA, oB of o(A), o(B), respectively, we

understand P(oA, oB) = 0 if either oA or oB is empty, while otherwise

P(oA, oB) is well defined.

The class ^Pe(A, B) of polynomials has been introduced in [11]. There

several properties of them have been studied. For P E ^?e(A, B) the set

P(o(A), o(B)) is closed in C. If either A" or F is of finite dimension, then, for

P E <$e(A, B), (0.2) is closed in X ®a Y = X ® Y so that P = P {A ® 7, 7
® B). If a is a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y then for P E

<3'e(A, B) the spectral mapping theorem with the spectrum holds:

(2.2) o(P {A®I,I®B)) = P(a(A), o(B)).

The class <>?(A, B) introduced in [10] is included in %(A, B).

The proofs of the theorems in §§3.3 and 3.4 will need the following

reduction of P based on Lemma 1.1, which is more general than that

employed in [11].

Let M and N be finite subsets of ovi(A) and ovi(B) (resp. oSi(A) and

oSj(B)), and M' and N' the sets of all p in M and v in N which are isolated,

finite-dimensional eigenvalues. By Lemma 1.1, ̂ 4 has the reduction relative to

Af as

A=(AX,A2),   Ax^(A¡í)¡iSM,   A- = A-,©A-2,   Xx=  2   0^
fi£A/

and B relative to N as

B = (BX,B2),   Bx = (B„),eN,    Y=YX®Y2,    Yx=2®Yr.
VE.N
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The projection of X onto Xx along X2 is denoted by F and of Y onto F, along

y2 by Q. The identity operators in both Xx and Yx are denoted by the same J,

and in both X2 and Y2 by the same I2. Then X ®a Y is decomposed into the

topological direct sum

(2.3)

with

X ®a Y = R[P ®„ Q] © R[P ®„ (/ - ß)]

© F[(/ - F) ®„ ß] © *[(/ - *) ®« (/ - Ô)]

R[P ®a Q] = Xx ® F,, *[P ®0 (/ - Q)] = XX® Y2,

(2.4)        R[(I - P) ®a Q] = X2® y„

R[(i-n®a(i-Q)] = Xi®-aY2.

Since P commutes with A and Q with 5, it is easy to verify that PA is

decomposed according to (2.3). The parts of Px in the respective subspaces in

(2.4) are denoted by Pm, PXX2, Pux and P^; for X = 0 set Pjk = P0jk,

f,k = 1, 2. As P is closed, they are all closed.

On the other hand, the closability of (0.2) implies the closability of

P{Aj®Ik,Ij ®Bk) for j, k- 1,2. We shall be able to show (cf. [11,
Propositions 2.3 and 2.4]) that if F(|, tj) is in %(A, B) then it is also in

$e(Aj, Bk) forj, k = 1, 2, and that

(2.5) PXX = P{AX®IX,IX®BX),

(2.6) P12 = F{^,®/2,/,®52},

(2.7) P21 = P{,4.2®/„/2®J?,},

(2.8) P22 = P{A2® I2,12 ® B2).

Finally, for each X we introduce several subsets of o„(A) X o„(B):

AJ(A) = {(fe rj) £ a,(A) X ov(B); F(|, tj) = A},

¿TW = {(Í V) G o^(A) X am(5); F(|, tj) = A},

ATo(A) = {(Ê tj) £ 0vl{A) X {o„(B) \ a+(5)); P(£, tj) = A},

W) = {(£ !) e (o.(¿) \ o+(A)) X am(5); ?(fc tj) = A},

AT2(A) - {(t rj) £ a„(¿) X (ow(B) \ (o+ (B) U *„(*))); P(£, tj) - A},

AI,(A) = {(I, tj) £ (o„(A) \ {o+(A) U o„(¿))) X am(5); F(|, n) = A).

Define also the subsets of os(A) X os(B), A*(A), A?(A), and A^(A) by re-

placing ov and o+ by os and o_, respectively, in the above definitions.
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3. The approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and

essential spectra. We shall first establish the spectral mapping theorems with

the approximate point spectrum and approximate deficiency spectrum for the

class ??e{A, B) of polynomials, and next use them to determine the essential

spectra in the sense of Gustafson-Weidmann and T. Kato of P {A ® I, I ®

B) together with nullity and deficiency formulae, a is a quasi-uniform

reasonable norm on X ® Y with the i- or «-property. Therefore the theory is

valid in particular for the crossnorms a with the spaces X and F as in

Proposition 1.2 with its Remark 1.

3.1. The spectral mapping theorems with the approximate point spectrum and

approximate deficiency spectrum.

Theorem 3.1. Let a be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the

i-property and let P E ^e(A, B). Then

(3.1) o„{P {A®I,I®B)) = P(o„(A), o„(B))

and

o(P {A®I,I®B))\ ov(P {A® I, I ®B))

(3.2) = {P(o(A) \ ov(A), o(B)) u P(o(A), o(B) \ ov(B))}

\P(ov04),ov(5)).

Theorem 3.2. Let a be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the

h-property and let P E<$e(A, B). Then

(3.3) os(P {A®I,I®B)) = P(os(A), os(B))

and

o(P {A®I,I®B))\ os(P {A®I,I®B))

(3.4) = {Pio{A) \os(A), o(B)) U P(o(A), o(B)\ o8(B))}

\P(os(A),os(B)).

The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 will need the following two auxiliary

results. To state them we need a few definitions.

The extended spectrum oe(T) of a closed linear operator 7 in Z is o(7) if

7 E L(Z) and o(T) u {oo} otherwise. The extended approximate point

spectrum o„e(T) (resp. extended approximate deficiency spectrum a&(7)) of 7 is

o„(T) (resp. os(T)) if 7 E L(Z) and o„(7) u {oo} (resp. os(T) U {oo})

otherwise. Then o-£(7) is a nonempty compact subset of the extended complex

plane C* = C u {oo} considered as the Riemann sphere, and both o-„e(7)

and a5e(7) are nonempty compact subsets of oe(T).

By ^(A, B) we denote the class of the functions /(£, n) holomorphic in a
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neighbourhood in C*2 of oe(A) X oe(B) (the neighbourhood can depend on

f). The operational calculus [9] associates with each/ £ ^M(A, B) a bounded

linear operator

f{A ® I, I ® B } = /(oo, oo)/ ®a /

+ (2m)-lI ®.(^k/(oo, tj)(tj/ - B)'1 <Aj)

(3.5) / {

+ (2m)-ysJ(& oo)(£/ - A)~x dt) ®„ /

+ (27T/)-2 f   f f(i, V)(H - A)~x ®a(îj/ - B)'1 di dn

on X ®a Y. Here Í7 and V are open subsets of C* (possibly depending on/)

with U D ae(A) and V D oe(B) and boundaries aU and dV consisting of a

finite number of rectifiable closed Jordan_curves such that /(£, tj) is

holomorphic in a neighbourhood in C*2 of U X V. That is, U and V are

Cauchy domains in the sense of A. Taylor [19]. We assume that/(oo, tj) = 0 if

A E L(X), and /(£, oo) = 0 if B E L(Y). The right member of (3.5) is
independent of the choice of U and V.

Next, we denote by ^(A,B) the class of the functions /(£, tj) such that

there exist nonempty open sets U and V (possibly depending on /) with

OU c p(A) and CV c p(B) having the properties (i), (iii) in definition of

<$e(A,B) and

(ii)'/(£, tj) is holomorphic in a neighbourhood in C2 of U X V;

(iv)' for some t > 0, |/(£, tj)|(|£| + |tj|)t is uniformly bounded on U X V

for sufficiently large |£| + |tj|.

Associated with each/ E If (A, B) is a bounded linear operator

f{A ® I, I ® B }

= (2m)-2f   f f(£,-r,)(y - A)-l®a(riI - By1 dtdr,
JdUJdV

on X ®a Y. The hypothesis on / ensures the existence of this (improper, in

general) Riemann integral. The right member of (3.6) is independent of the

choice of U and V. We set/(co, v) = 0 for v E oe(B) if A is unbounded, and

f(p, oo) = 0 for p E oe(A) if B is unbounded. Note <5M(A, B) = <%(A, B) if
A and B are bounded.

If a is a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y then for/ in ^œ(A, B)

U W(A, B) the spectral mapping theorem with the spectrum holds:

(3.7) o(f{A ®I,I®B})= f(oe(A), oe(B)).
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For the proof of (3.7) see [9] for f E^œ(A,B) and the end of §3.2 for

/ E 9(A, B).

Theorem 3.1'. For the same a as in Theorem 3.1 and f in ^„{A, B) u

$(A, B),

o„(f{A ®I,I®B))= f(om(A), ove(B)).

Theorem 3.2'. For the same a as in Theorem 3.2 and f in ^(A, B) U

9(A, B),

os(f{A ® 7, 7 ® B }) = f(aSe(A), au{B)).

3.2. Proofs of the theorems in §3.1. We shall show first Theorem 3.1' for

f E^m(A,B), second for / E <5(A, B), third Theorem 3.2' and finally

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. We give also a proof of (3.7) for/ E f (A, B).

We start with two lemmas which will be needed in the proofs. The first

lemma is due to Stodkowski and Zelazko [18] (see also [1]).

Lemma 1. Let {Tj)p*xq bepairwise commuting operators in L(Z). If

infi ¿J|7}z|;zEZ,||z||=lj=0,

there exists a q-tuple (a„ ..., Xq) E C such that

inff ¿ |7>||+ ¿ ¡(7,+Jt-À*7)z|;zEZ,||z||=l)=0.

Lemma 2. Let 7 E L(A").

(a) For the same a as in Theorem 3.1,

a,(7®a7) = a„(7).

(b) For the same a as in Theorem 3.2,

a8(7®a7) = as(7).

Proof. Since 7®a 7 - A7 ®a 7 = (7- XI) ®a I for each X € C, it

suffices to show that 0 belongs to 0,(7) (resp. os(T)) if and only if 0 belongs

toaw(7®a7)(resp.o-ä(7®a7)).

I. Let 0 E o„(T). There exists a sequence {x,}J_, in X of unit vectors with

Tx/ -» 0 as /-> oo. Since a is reasonable, for a fixed y0E Y with ||y0|| = 1,

{x, ®y0}/=i is a sequence of unit vectors in X ®a Y and (7 ®a 7)(x; ®y¿)

approaches 0 in A* ®a Y as / -> oo. Hence 0 E ov(T ®a I).

II. Let 0 E os(T), so that 0 E <x„(7'). By the same argument as above, 0 is

in ov(7' ®„. 7'). This implies, since (7 ®a I)' is an extension of 7' ®„. 7',
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both as operators in (X ®a Y)', that 0 is in ow((T ®a I)') and so in

os(T ®a I).
III. To prove the converse suppose that 0 does not belong to o*„(F) (resp.

os(T)). Then F is in I(X) (resp. in H(X) with R [T] = X). Since a has the i-

(resp. A-) property, we have (1.6). It follows that F ®a / is in I(X ®„ Y)

(resp. in H(X ®a Y) with R [T ®a I] = X ®„ Y). Hence 0 does not belong

to o„(T ®a I) (resp. os(T ®a I)).   Q.E.D.

Remark. In Lemma 2, the hypothesis that a has the /'- or A-property is used

merely to establish the inclusion c. This remark will also apply to Theorems

3.1,3.2, 3.1'and 3.2'.
Proof of Theorem 3.1' for f E^m(A, B). I. The case in which both A

and B are bounded. To simplify the notations write A, B, I and F for A ®a I,

I ®aB,I ®aI and/{^ ® 1,1 ® B), respectively. In this case, (3.5) is equal

to

(3.5)' F = (2m)-2f   f f(i tj)(3 - A)-'(tjI - B)"1 ¿£ dr¡.

By the operational calculus with the result of H. Hefer [6] there exist F, and

F2 in L(X ®a Y) such that

(3.8) F - /( p, v)I = F, • (A - pi) + F2 • (B - vT).

The inclusion f(ov(A), o„(B)) c o„{F) will be shown with the aid of (3.8)
(see [9]).

To prove the reverse inclusion, in view of Lemma 2 it suffices to show

<aF)c/K(AWB)).
Since A, B and F are pairwise commuting elements in L{X ®a Y), by

Lemma 1 there exist a pair (p, v) E C2 and a sequence {«/}/!, in X ®a Y of

unit vectors such that

(F - AI)w, -> 0,   (A - pl)w, -» 0,   (B - vl)u, -» 0

in X ®a Y as / -» oo. Hence p E o„{A), v E ctw(B) and by (3.8)

(F - /( p, v)T)ut -»0,   as / -> oo.

It follows that A = /(p, v), i.e. A belongs to/(o-„(A), o„ÇB)).

II. The case in which at least one of A and B is unbounded. Let

a0 £ p(A) = p(A') and ß0 E p(B) = p(B') be fixed. Consider the

homeomorphisms $A : C* -> C* and <¡>B: C* -> C* defined by

^' = ^(l) = (|-«o)"'>      «k(oo) = 0,    ^(«o)-oo,

if - Mv) - O? - ßo)~\    <f»i,(oo) = 0,    <i>B(/50) = oo.

Let A0 = $A(A) = (A - a0iyl and B0 = 4>B(B) = (B - ß0I)~x. Then A0 E

L(X), B0 E L(Y), and
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fc (oeiA)) = o(A0),     <pA ia„{A)) = aw{A0),

*b(°.(*)) = <K*o)>    **M*)) - aw(B0).

The relation

»(«'.^-/(«■'(O.^W)
determines a one-to-one correspondence between a function/holomorphic in

a neighbourhood in C*2 of oe(A) X oe(B) and a function g holomorphic in a

neighbourhood in C2 of o(^0) X a(50). By the operational calculus we have

/{^1®7,7®5} =g{^0®7,7®7i0}.

Thus it follows from case I that

oT(f{A ®I,I®B)) = ov(g{A0 ®I,I®B0}) = gia,{A0), aw(B0))

= s(fc(M¿)), M°~(B))) =fKi¿)> *„(*))•
This proves Theorem 3.1' for/ E ^(A, B).

To prove Theorems 3.1' and 3.2' for/ E ^(A, B), we provide two more

lemmas.

Lemma 3. Let T and {7„}?=i be in L(Z). Assume that lim^JIT; - 7|| =
0.

(a) If \ E ov(T„) (resp. \ E os(T„)) for each n, and X = lim^M \,, then

X E aw(T) (resp. X E os(T)).

(b) Suppose that 7 and 7„, « = 1, 2,..., commute pairwise. Then for every

X E ov(T) (resp. X E os(T)) there exists a sequence {A„}~_, with Xn E o„(Tn)

(resp. \, E os(Tn)) such that lim,,^ \=X.

Proof. We show only for the approximate point spectrum; it can be shown

similarly for the approximate deficiency spectrum.

(a) If \, E o„(T„) there exists a unit vector xn E X with ||(7 - a„7)xJ| <

1/«. Then it is easy to see that (7 — XI)xn -» 0 as n -» oo. Hence X E o„(T).

(b) If X E ov(T), by Lemma 1 for each « there exist a complex number

\ E o„(T„) and a unit vector x„ E X such that

\\(T-Xl)xn}\ + \\(T„-XnI)xn\\<l/n.

Hence it is easy to see that hrn,,.^ \ = X.   Q.E.D.

With the definition of (3.6) we remark that if / E 'ëiA, B), there exists a

sequence {/„(I, tj)}™_, of Riemann sums convergent to/(|, r¡) pointwise on

oe(A) X oe(B), where

f„(l -) = (2ttí)-2 i   2 f(pnJ, r^ipv - I)"1
7=1 * = 1

• i*** - Í)~\l>*J - P/v-OK* - Vnjc-l)'
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with {^jY/JUcdU and {vHjc}K£\ CdV, « = 1,2,..., such that the
sequence {f„{A ® I, I ® 5}}"_, converges tof{A ® I, I ® B) in norm. In

this case the sequence {f„{A ® 1,1 ® B}'}*_, also converges to/{^ ® 1,1

® B}' in norm. Clearly, each/„(£, tj) belongs to ^{A, B).

The following lemma furnishes the key to the transition of Theorem 3.1'

from/ £ Ç„(A, B) to/ £ 9(A, B).

Lemma 4. Letf E <S{A, B) and let {/„}*_, be as above. Then {/„(£, tj)}~_,
converges tof(£, tj) uniformly on oe(A) X oe(B).

Proof. Set F„ - f„{A ® I, I ® B}^ and F -f{A ® I, I ® B). Then
{F„}*_, is a Cauchy sequence in L(X ®a Y). Since/, - fm E ^„(A, B), we

obtain

sup{|/„(|, ii) -/m(í, tj)|; (fc tj) £ oe(A) X oe(B)}

= sup{|A|;A£c(Fn-FJ}<||F„-Fm||.

Here the equality above is due to the spectral mapping theorem (3.7) with the

spectrum, and the inequality follows from the fact that the spectral radius of a

bounded linear operator is smaller than or equal to its norm. It follows that

{/«(€. V))ñ-1is uniformly convergent to fit tj) on oe(A) X °AB)-   QE.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.1' for/ £ <3(A, B). Set F = f{A ® I, I ® B) and

consider a sequence {F„}™_„ F„ = f„{A ® I, I ® B), approximating F in

norm as in the remark preceding Lemma 4.

To show the inclusion d, let (p, v) E ove(A) X ove(B). First we consider

the case p = oo or v = oo. We may assume that p = oo. Then oo £ ove(A)

and f„(<x>, v) = 0, n = 1,2,..., for each fixed v £ ove(B). Therefore by

Theorem 3.1' for/ £ ^(A, B) we have 0 £ o-w(Fn) for each «. It follows by

Lemma 3(a) that 0 £ o„{F). Next, suppose that (p, v) E ov(A) X o„(B).

Since/, £ ^m(A, B) for each «, we have, by Theorem 3.1' for/ £ ^m(A, B),

f„(p, v) E o„(Fn). Since limn_00/„(p, v) - f(p, v), we have by Lemma 3(a)

again/(p, v) E o„(F).

Now we show the reverse inclusion. Let A £ o-„(F). Since F and F„,

n= 1, 2,..., commute pairwise, by Lemma 3(b) there exists a sequence

{AX-, with A„ £ aT(F„) such that lim^A = A. Since/, £ <5JA, B), by
Theorem 3.1' for / £ ^(A, B) there exists for each n a pair (p„, v„) £

om(A)Xom(B) with K=f„{pn,vn). Since both om(A) and o„e(B) are

compact in C*, we may assume, by taking subsequences if necessary, that

[!„-* p and vn -» v as « -» co. Since they are closed, we have (¡i,v)E ove(A)

X one(B). Then in view of Lemma 4 we have

X = «ÍI5>*" = „'i™, f*(P»' v") = fd1' ")•

Hence A belongs to f(ove(A), om(B)).   Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2'. (a) The case f E<$X(A,B). In the proof of

Theorem 3.1' for/ £ ^(A, B), in case both A and B are bounded, replace

X ®a y, A, B, I and F by (A" ®a F)', A', B', I' and F', respectively. Note

(3.5)' and (3.8) are also valid with this replacement. In case at least one of A

and B is unbounded, replace o„ and om by os and o&, respectively.

(b) The case/ E ^(A, B). In the proof of Theorem 3.1' for/ E ^(A, B),

replace ov and ove by os and oSe, respectively, and use Theorem 3.2', for

/ E Wœ(A, B), instead of Theorem 3.1'.   Q.E.D.

Now, we are in a position to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have only to show (3.1), for (3.2) follows from

(3.1) and the spectral mapping theorem (2.2) with the spectrum. The inclusion

D in (3.1) is easy to check. Therefore we show the reverse inclusion.

Let aEo-„(P). Choose tc £ P(o(A),o(B)). Then by (2.2), PK has an

everywhere defined bounded inverse in X ®a Y, which we denote by F.

Setting/(|, Tj) - (/»({, r/) - ic)-1, we have/ E <5{A, B) and F = f{A ® I, I

® B). By Theorem 3.1',

ov(F) = {iP{i -) - Kyl; (fc t,) E om(A) X a„(B)}.

Since X E o„(P), (X — k)~1 belongs to o-„(F). Therefore there exists a pair

(p, v) E a„(A) X om(B) with (X - k)_1 = (P(p, v) - k)~x. As X and k are

finite with (X — k)_1 ¥" 0, both p and v are finite; it follows that X = P(p,v)

and (p, v) E ov(A) X o„(B). Thus X belongs to P(ar(A), ov(B)).   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, replace om and om by

os and a&, respectively, and use Theorem 3.2' instead of Theorem 3.1'.

Q.E.D.
Finally, we prove (3.7) for/ E €(A, B), using a result of J. Tomiyama [20]

as stated in the lemma below.

Let 21 and 93 be commutative complex Banach algebras with unit elements.

Let a (a > e) be a crossnorm on 21 ® S3 compatible with multiplication, i.e.

satisfying ||ic o||„ < NUML for u, v E 21 ® 53 (see [2]). Then the
completion 21 ®a 93 becomes a commutative complex Banach algebra with

unit element. The maximal ideal space of a Banach algebra S, i.e. the set of

the nonzero continuous homomorphisms of © onto C, is denoted by $((£).

Lemma 5. $(2i ®„ 93) = {<p ® $; d> E *(2i), rb E $(93)}.

Proof of (3.7) for/ E ^(A, B). We have only to consider the case where

at least one of A and B is unbounded. Set F = f{A ® I, I ® B}.

I. First we show the inclusion c. Let 2Í (resp. 93) be the commutative

closed subalgebra of L(A") (resp. L(Y)) generated by 7 and the resolvents of

A (resp. B). Let aQ E p(A) and jß0 E p(B) be fixed. Define for (d>, >//) E $(21)

X$(93)
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[<p((a0I - A)~1)}   \       if <¡>((a0I - Ay1) * 0,

otherwise,

-I

t(B) -Ja- Mw - *)-')}". xî*(w - By1) * o,
{oo, otherwise.

Then we have (cf. [7, V, Theorems 5.8.4 and 5.8.5] and [16])

o.(A) = {<¡>(A); <? E *(8T)},       oe(B) = {^(B); * E 0(93)}.

The norm ä on 21 ® 33 induced by the norm of L(X ®a Y) is a crossnorm

satisfying ä > e and compatible with multiplication so that 21 ®¿ 33 is a

Banach algebra (see [2]). By definition (3.6) F £ 21 ®¿ 33. Then o(F) is

included in the spectrum of F as an element in 2Í ®- 33 which, by Lemma 5

and definition of F, is in turn equal to

{(<í»®^)(F);<í»£$(2í),^£$(33)}
= {M¿)> W)); * 6 $(2Í), 4, E $(33)}

= f{oe(A),oe(B)).

II. Next we show the reverse inclusion. Let p £ oe(A) and v E oe(B). If

p = oo or v = oo, so that/(p, v) = 0, the same argument as in the proof of

Theorem 3.1' for / £ ^(A, B) yields that 0 £ o„(F) c o(F). Further, it is

easy to see that the other case in which f(p, v) = 0 is also reduced to this

case. Thus we have only to consider the case in which both p and v are finite,

i.e. p £ o (A) and v E o(B), with f(p, v) ̂  0. In this case note that since

/ £ f(A, B), the set

{(¿,tj)£í/XF;/(|,tj)-/(p,í0 = O}

is bounded. In case (p, v) is in o„(A) X o„(B) or (o(A) \ ov(A)) X (o(B) \

oT(B)), the desired assertion will follow from the same kind of argument used

to prove Theorem 3.1' for/ £ 6J(A, B). The remaining case can be reduced

to either of these two cases with the aid of the following fact. If A(£, tj) is

holomorphic in a neighbourhood in C2 of G, X G2 and has a zero in Gx X G2,

where G, and G2 are some proper open subsets of C, then the set

{(£, tj) £ G, X G2; h(i tj) = 0}

is not compact; therefore if this set of zeros is bounded, A(_1)(0) contains a

boundary point of G, X G2.   Q.E.D.

3.3. The essential spectra.

Theorem 3.3. Let a be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the

i-property and let P E^e(A, B). Then

(3.9) o+(P {A ® I, I ® B)) = P(o+(A), o„(B)) U P(a„{A% °+W)
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and

o„(P{A ®I,I®B))\o+(P{A®I,I®B})

(3.10) = {Piawi{A), aw(B) \ o+(B)) U P(ov(A) \ o+(A), ovi(B))}

\ {P(o+(A), aw(B)) U P(ov(A), o+(B))}.

For each X in the set (3.10), ti¡0(X) and ArJ,(A) are finite and

AS(A) = ATo(A) U AS,(A),   A70(A) = A?(A) u £fl2(X),

AS1(A)=AT(A)uAL(A).
Proof. First, note (3.9) implies in virtue of Theorem 3.1

o„(P {A®I,I®B})\o+(P{A®I,I®B})

(3.10)' = P(o„(A)\o+(A),a„(B)\o+(B))

\{P(o+(A),o„(B))i) P(o„(A),o+(B))}.

Hence follows (3.10) by the fact that if nul(A - ¿7) and nul(5 - t/7) are

positive in a neighbourhood of £ = p and tj = v, respectively, then there

exists a pair (£0, tj0) in o+(A) X o„(B) or o„(A) X o+(B) with P(£0, tjq) =

7J(p, v). The inclusion d in (3.9) and finiteness of A70(A) and AJJ,(A) will be

seen from the fact [11, Lemma 3.2] that if both nul'(A — p7) and nul'(5 —

»•7) are positive and at least one of them is infinite then nul'Px = oo where

A = P(p,v). Thus we have only to show the inclusion c in (3.9).

I. The case where one of X and Y, say Y, is of finite dimension. In this case

the relation (3.9) which we have to prove becomes

(3.9)' o+(P{A®I,I®B)) = P(o+(A), o„(B)).

Note that B is bounded with D[B] = Y and o„(B) = o(B). Let A be not in

the right member of (3.9)'. We show that A E o-+(P). In view of Theorem 3.1

we may assume that A is in P(o„(A), o„(B)), so that P(p, v) = X for some

(p, v) E on(A) X o„(B). Suppose that A £ o+(P), i.e. nul'Px = oo. Then the

same argument as in the proof of [11, Theorem 3.4] will yield that

ml'Px(A, v)' = co where Px(& tj) = P(£, tj) - A and t = t(B; v). Hence by

the spectral mapping theorem with o+ (e.g. [11, Proposition 1.2]) there is a

p' E o+(A) such that P(p', v) = A, contrary to the choice of A. This proves

(3.9)'.
II. The general case. In view of Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that if A is

in the right member of (3.10)' then A is outside a+(P).

Denote the image of the projection of A70(A) (resp. AS,(A)) into the £ (resp.

tj) coordinate by M (resp. N). Then we have the reduction of P relative to M

and N as described in §2. We have

<J+(P) » °+(pn) U 0+(P12) U <x+(P21) U o+(P22).
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Since Xx and y, are of finite dimension, o-+(Pn) is empty. By the case I and

Theorem 3.1,

°+(Pu) - P("Mi)."*(B2)) = P(M,o+(B)),

o-+(P2i) = P(o+(A2),on(Bx)) = P(o+(A),N),

°+ (P22) C 0,(^22) = P(oMi\ ow(B2)) = P(o„(A) \ M, a,(B)\ N).

It follows that A belongs to neither a+(P12) nor o+(P2X) nor o+{P22). Hence A

is outside o+(P).   Q.E.D.

A modification of the proof of Theorem 3.3 using Theorem 3.2 instead of

Theorem 3.1 will yield the following

Theorem 3.4. Let abe a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the

h-property and let P E<$e(A, B). Then

(3.11) o_(P {A®I,I®B}) = P(o_(A), a,(B)) U P(os{A), o_(B))

and

os(P{A ® I, I ® B})\o_(P {A ® 1,1 ® B))

(3.12) = {P{oSi(A),os(B)\o_(B)) U P{os(A)\o_(A),oSi(B))}

\{P(o_(A),os(B))u P(os(A),o_(B))}.

For each X in the set (3.12), Af0(A) and Ag,(A) are finite and

A»(A)=AÎ0(A)uAg1(A),   A%(X) = A«(A) U A«2(\),   A», = A?(A) u A«,(A).

As a direct consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we have

Theorem 3.5. Let abe a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the

h-property and let P E^e(A, B). Then

oek(P{A ®I,I®B))

(3.13) = {P(o+{A),o.(B)) U P(ow(A),o+(B))}

n {P(o_(A),os(B))u P(as(A),o_(B))}

and

o(P {A®I,I®B))\ oek(P {A®I,I®B})

- {PMA),aw(B)\c+{B))uP(av(A)\a+(A),a^B))

UP(oSi(A),os(B)\o_(B))uP(os(A)\o_(A),oSi(B))}

\ {the right member o/(3.13)}.

3.4. The nullity and deficiency. For F £ ??e(A, B), Px is semi-Fredholm
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with nul Px + def PA > 0 if and only if A is in the set (3.14) in Theorem 3.5.

It is easy to see that for A in the set (3.10) (resp. (3.12)), if dim X = oo then

P(£, v) - X ië 0 for each fixed v E o„¡(B) (resp. v E oSi(B)), and if dim Y =

oo then P(p, tj) — A ̂  0 for each fixed p E a^(A) (resp. p E oSi(A)). In

these cases write

(3.15)       p(t,v)-x=d(v)   n   a-a1**,
li;P(H,r)=\

where m(v) = 2^ pi^,)^\m(p, v) (< m) is the degree in £ of P(£, v), and

(3.16) P(p,r,)-A = e(p)      u      {v - pf**,
»;P(p,v)=\

where n(v) - 2,. pi^-^p^v) (< «) is the degree in rj of P(p, tj).

Set

p,(p, v) m a(B - vl)m(p, v),       q„(p, v) = a(A - pl)n(p, v),

(3 17)
PsiV-' v) = S(B- vl)m(p, v),       qs(p,v) = S(A - pl)n(p,v).

Let r(p, q; p, v) be the rank of the coefficient matrix of the system of the

pq linear equations with ûiepq unknowns usl

n ig) 2   bs-j,t-k«jk = 0,       1 < s < p, 1 < t < a,

where the fyfc are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of P(£, tj) at (p, v):

(3.19) P(i, rj) - P(p, k) = 2bJk{t - p)J(v - P)k,      ¿oo = 0.
jk

Set

(3.20) n(p, q; p, v) = pq - r(p, a; p, v) > 1.

For 7 a linear operator andp a positive integer set

n„(T) = 2 nul Tp - nul Tp~x - nul 7»+I,

(3.21) ,
4(7) = 2 def Tp - def J»"1 - def Tp+X,

when they are well defined.

Theorem 3.6. The same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.3. 77je« for X in the set

(3.10)

nul(7 {A ® I, I ® B) - XI ®a I)

(3.22)
=      22  nip, a; p, v)ñp(A - pI)ñq(B - vi).

'p,v)e£%(\) P,q-\

Here for (p,v)EL\(X),
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(3.23)

ñq(B-vI) =

ñp(A - p7) =

1 < 1<ov(p,v),

q^lÁV-'*)'

I < P<P„(P, "),

F=P»(P>").

F>P„(P,»0>

ñp(A - pl) = np(A -pi),      p = 1, 2,

ñq(B - vi) = nq(B - vl),       q=l,2,

for(p,v)EA"X2(X),

(3.24)

ñp(A - pl) = np(A - pi),      p = 1, 2,...,

'nq(B - vl),

nul(5- vl)q -nnl(B-vl)q-x,

0,

and for (p, v)EA\x(X),

(3.25)

np(A - M7).

nul(.i - ¡il)p - nul(A - pl)p~\

0,

ñq(B - vl) = nq(B -vl),      q = 1, 2, • • • .

Therefore the sum 2"?_, is finite and in fact taken over those p and q with

K p < a(A- pJ)andl< q<a(B - vI)for (p, v) E A; (A), with 1 < p

< a(A - pi) and 1 < q < q„(p, v) for (p, v) E A"2(A) and with 1 < p <

p„(p, v) and K q < a(5 - y/)/or (p, ?) £ A¡,(A).

Proof. I. The case where either X or Y is of finite dimension. The formula

(3.22) becomes

(3.22)'
a'A-iiI) a(B-vI)

nulPx=      2 2 2    n(p,q;p,v)np(A-pI)nq(B-vI),
(ii,»)eü$(X)    p-l       9-1

when dim X < oo and dim Y < oo, and

(3.22)"
p,(ti,v)a'B-vI)

nulPx=      2 2       2    n(p, q; p, v)ñp(A - pI)nq(B - vl),
(fl,v)e¿Z(\)   p-\      9=1

when dim X = oo and dim Y < oo, wherep„(p, v) is defined by (3.17). But

they follow from those given in [11, Lemma 3.7] and [11, Lemma 3.9] together

with [11, Remark to Theorem 3.6].

II. The general case. With the same notations as in the proof of Theorem

3.3, we have A £ a+ÇP^). Therefore
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nul Px = nul PA„ + nul PXI2 + nul P^,.

By case I,

a(v4,-^/,)a(B,-»-/,)

nulPxu=       2 2 2     n(p,q;p,v)
(f.,r)GD¡<\)      p-\ 9-1

•np(Ax - pIx)nq(Bx - vlx),

a(^,-fi/i) qD{p,v)

nulPM2 =       2 2 2   n(p,q;p,v)
(p,r)SDii(\)       p-\ 9-1

•np(Ax - pIx)ñq(B2 - vl2),

Pd(p>v) <*(.B,-vIt)

nul Pju, =       2 2        2     n{p, q; p, v)
(/i,»0e.D21(X)   p~\        «=i

•ñp{A2- pI2)nq(Bx- vlx),

where

7), (A) = {(£, rj) E Af X AT; i>(£, tj) = A},

0.2(A) = {(£, tj) E M X (o-„(5) \ AT); 7>(£, r,) = A},

¿>2i (A) - [il V) e (a.(¿) \M)XN; 7>(£, tj) = A},

pD(p, v) = a(5, - vlx)m(p, v),       qD(p, v) = a(Ax - plx)n(p, v).

However, by Lemma 1.1, for p £ ovi(A), np(Ax — plx) = np(A — pi), a(Ax

- u7,) = a(A - p7), and for p £ ov(A) \ (o+(A) u ov¡(A)), ñp(A2 - plj =

/L,(<4 - u7), and the same is true of B. Further

Pdi/*> v) = />„(/*, ").      aD( M> »0 = lAM> ")»

7), (A) = A?(A),      I>,2 (A) = A^(A),      D2X (A) = A¡,(A).

This yields the formula (3.22).   Q.E.D.
The following result will be shown in the same way as Theorem 3.6.

Theorem 3.7. The same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.4. Then for X in the set

(3.12)

def(P {A ® I, I ® B) - XI ®a I)

(3.26)
=      22    n(p, a; p,v)dp(A - pI)dq(B - vl).

(/mOeAg(X) ;>.9=l
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(3.27)

Here for (p,v)EL\(X),

dp(A - pi) = dp(A - pi),  p = l,2,...,

dq(B - vl) = dq(B- vl),   q=l,2,...;

for(p,v)EAsx2(X),

(3.28)

dp(A -pl) = dp(A -p/),   p = l,2,...,

dq(B - vl),

def (B - vl)q - def (P. - vl)"~xdq(B-vI) =

0,

1 < q< qs(p,v),

1 = ?5(P. ")»

?>?«(p> v);

and for (p, v)

(3.29)

A^,(A),

dp(A-pI) =

dp(A-pI),

def (A - id)" - def(^ - pi)

0,

/.-i

1 < p <p5(p, J»),

P=Pä(p»»').

p >ps(p,v),

dq(B - vl) = dq(B - vl),       q=l,2,....

Therefore the sum 2~9=1 is .//«//£ and in fact taken over those p and q with

1 < p < 8(A - pi) and 1 < q < 8(B - vl) for (p, v) E A?(A), with 1 < p
< 8(A — pi) and 1 < q < qs(p, v) for (p,v)E Af2(A) and with 1 < p <

ps(p, v)andl<q<S(B- vI)for (p,v)E A*,(A).

From Theorems 3.5,3.6 and 3.7 follows immediately

Theorem 3.8. FAe same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.5. FAe« for X in the set

(3.14), the formula (3.22) or (3.26) holds according as X is in the set (3.10) or

(3.12).

Remark. In Theorem 3.8, if A is in both the sets (3.10) and (3.12) then Px is

Fredholm. In this case,

AT(A) = A*(A),   AT2(A) = A\2(X),   A^,(A) = A*,(A).

We shall get the same formulae for the nullity and deficiency and hence index

of Px as in [11, Theorem 3.6].

3.5. Remarks. Io. Theorems 3.1-3.5 may or may not hold if P(£, tj) does

not belong to %(A, B) (cf. [9, Theorem 3.15] and [8, Counterexample 4.7]).

2°. If a is a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y without the i- and

A-property, Theorems 3.1-3.5 do not in general hold.

Examples. Recall Remark 2 to Proposition 1.2.
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(a) In the case (a), the norm ir is uniform but has not the /'-property on

X ® Y. It follows by [13, IV, §5, 2, Theorems 5.10 and 5.11] that

0Eoek{T®vI)co+(T®„l)co„(T®„l)

but

0 £ o„(T) = a,(T)'0„(I) - o+(T)>o.(I) U o,{T)-a+{I) D oek{T).

(b) In the case (b), the norm e is uniform but has not the A-property on

A" ® F'. It follows similarly that

o £ oek(r ®c /') c o_(r ®t /') c as(r ®er)

but

0 £ os(T) = os(T')-os(I') = o_{T')-os{I') U os(T')-o_(I') D aek(T).

3°. For F £ %(A, B), the set of all isolated, finite-dimensional

eigenvalues of P {A ® I, I ® B } admits an exact representation by the parts

of the spectra of A and B (see [11]). However, the point spectrum does not in

general enjoy the spectral mapping theorem.

Example. Let X = Y = I2 with the canonical orthonormal basis {e}}jli.

Consider X ®g Y = I2 ®a I2 with the prehilbertian norm a, which is a

Hilbert space. Let A : X -» X be the left shift operator defined by

Aex = 0,   Ae2 = -ex, • • • ,   Ae„ = -e„_x,

Then o(A) = ov(A) = {f ; |f| < 1} and op(A) = {?; |f | < 1}. Let B: Y ̂  Y
be the right shift operator defined by

Bex = rxe2,   Be2 = r2e3, •    • ,   Be„ = Tae„+X,

where {t,}JL, is a sequence of positive numbers with sup_,-|Ty| < 1 and

lirn^ tj = 0. Then o(B) = ov(B) = {0} and op(B) = 0. As PHsup^T,! <

1, we have 2j°_,||F||y < co (see [13, III, §3, 2, Example 3.16]). However, the

point spectrum of the continuous extension

(3.30) (A®I+ I ®B)~= A ®gI + I ®gB

of A ® I + I ® B to the entire space X ®„ Y is not empty. In fact for every

v£ y

u= 2 eJ®{BJ-xy)

belongs to the null space of (3.30) and hence 0 belongs to its point spectrum.

In this case the nullity of (3.30) is infinite.
4°. Let a be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the /'-

property. Assume that F(|, tj) is a polynomial (0.1) in 9t{A, B) and P{A®

I, I ® B } {= P) is closed in X ®a Y.

It is interesting to ask the question for the point spectrum: "When A is an
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eigenvalue of P, does the null space of Px always contain an element u of the

form u = x ®y for some pair (x,y) in A- X YT The example given in 3°

tells us that the answer is in general "No". However, we note by [11,

Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.6] that the answer is "Yes", if A is, in addition,

an isolated, finite-dimensional eigenvalue of P. Further, in this case, we have

observed there that

A^Px] - 2W|> -pI]®N[B- vl],

(p,v)Eo(A)Xo(B),       P(p,v) = X,

and

'(P;*) = 2'O*;/*)'(£;")>    (p,v)eo(a)xo(b),    p(p,v) = x,

where r(7; k) denotes the algebraic multiplicity of an isolated eigenvalue k of

7.
The answer to the corresponding question for the approximate point

spectrum is "Yes" in the following sense, which results from Theorems 3.1

and 3.3 with [11, Lemma 1.3]. Suppose that A belongs to the approximate

point spectrum of P, i.e. that there exists a sequence {w/}/i, in X ®aY of

unit vectors such that Pxu, -»0 in X ®a Y as /-» oo. Then we can always

choose sequences {x,)fLx in D[Am] and {y¡)fLx in D[Bn] of unit vectors

such that Px(x¡ ®y,)-»0 in X ®a Y as /->oo; if {u,)fmX is noncompact

(such {«/}/!, is called a singular sequence of Px), then either {x,)f-x or

{>V}/=i can De chosen to be noncompact so that {x¡ ®y¡)JLx is noncompact.

Further we can do it so that there is a pair (p, v) in o(A) X o(B) with

P(p,v) = A and (.4 - pI)x,-*0,(B - j>7)y,->0as/-»oo.

4. Two special cases. It is of special interest to consider the cases for the

polynomials P(i-, tj) = £ + rj and P(£, tj) = £tj. We follow the same

conventions as in §§2 and 3.

With a = 0, l,jk, denote A£ (resp. A«) by A* (resp. A«) for 7>(£, rj) = £ + tj,

and by U"a (resp. Usa) for ¿>(£, tj) = £tj.

a is assumed to be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y, besides,

with the /-property in Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 and with the «-property in

Theorems 4.2,4.3,4.5 and 4.6.

4.1. The case for P(£, rj) = £ + rj. The associated polynomial operator (0.2)

turns out/I ® I + I ® B.

Assume A of type (9A, MA(9)), i.e. that p(A) includes the complementary

set in C of the sector S(9A) = {£; |arg£| < 9A) and ||£(£/ - Byx\\ <

MA(9), 9 = arg £, outside S(9A), where MA(9) is a constant depending only

on 9 = arg f, and B of type (9B, MB(9)) with 0 < 9A + 9B < it. In this case

£ + tj is in ^e(A, B). Further assume ^®7 + 7®5is closable in X ®a Y

with closure (A ® I + I ® B)~.
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Theorem 4.1. (a)

(4.1) oa((A ®I + I®B)~) = o„(A) + o„(B).

o((A ®I + I® B)~) \ o„((A ®I + I®B)~)

(4.2) = {((o(A) \ ov(A)) + o(B)) U {o(A) + (o(B) \ ov(B)))}

\(ov(A) + on(B)).

(b)

(4.3) o+{(A ® I + I ® B)~) = (o+(A) + ov(B)) U (a„(A) + °+(B))-

ov((A ®I + I® Bf) \o+((A®I + I® Bf)

(4.4) = {(o«(A) + (o„(B)\o+(B))) U ((o„(A)\o+(A)) + oBi(B))}

\{{o+{A) + o„{B))ö{oM) + °+(B))}-

(c) For X in the set (4.4)

nul((^ ® I + I ® B)"- XI ®a I)

(4.5) =22 (nul(^ - pl)p - nul{A - p/)'"1)
(^)eAS(X) p=\

• (nul(5 - vl)p - nul(B - vl)"'1).

The sum 2~_, is finite and in fact taken over those p with 1 < p < min{a{A

- p7), a{B - vI))for {p,v)E Anx(X), with 1 < p < a{A - pi) for {p,v)E

A"l2(X) and with 1 < p < a(B - vI)for(p, v) E A¡,(A).

Theorem 4.2. (a)

(4.6) os((A ®I + I® B)') = os(A) + o8(B).

o((A ®I+ I® BY) \os((A®I + I ® B)~)

(4.7) = {({o(A)\ os(A)) + o(B)) U (a(A) + (o(B)\as(B)))}

\{os(A) + os(B)).

(b)

(4.8) o_((A®I + I® B)~) = (o_(A) + os(B)) U (as(A) + a_(B)).

os((A ®I + I®B)-)\o_((A ®I + I®B)~)

(4-9)      = {(oSi(A) + (os(A)\o_(A))) U ((os(A) \ o. (A)) + o^B))}

\ {(o_(A) + os(B)) U (as(A) + o_(B))}.

(c) For A in the set (4.9)
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def((A ® 7 + 7 ® B)'- XI ®a I)

(4.10) =22 (def(^ - pl)p - det(A - pi)"'1)
(M,i-)eA8(X)  P"\

• (def(5 - vl)p - def(B - vl)"~x).

The sum 2"=, is finite and in fact taken over those p with 1 < p < min(8(A

- p7), 8(B - vI))for (p, v) E K\(X), with 1 < p < 8(A - pi) for (p, v) £
Af2(A) and with 1 < p < 8(B - vI)for(p, v) E Af,(A).

Theorem 4.3. (a)

oek((A ® I + I ® B)~)

(4.11) = {(o+(A) + ov(B)) U (ov(A) + a+(5))}

D {(o.(A) + os(B)) u (os(A) + o.(B))}.

o((A ® I + I ® B)-)\ oek((A ® I + I ® B)~)

(4.12) = {(ovi(A) + io„{B) \ o+ (B))) u {(ov(A) N o+(A)) + am(5))

U (<ts,(^) + (os(B)\o_(B))) U (((rÄ(^)\a_(>i)) + oSi(B))}

\ {/Ae ngAi member of (4.11 ) }.

(b) For A in the set (4.12), the formula (4.5) or (4.10) «o/ás according asXis

in the set (4.4) or (4.9),

If, in addition, the crossnorm a is faithful, Theorems 4.1-4.3 are valid for

the closure of A ®a I + I ®aB, where A ®a I and I ®aB are the closures

of A ® I and I ® B respectively. These results enrich [10, Theorem 4.6].

4.2. The case for P (£, tj) = £rj. The associated polynomial operator (0.2) is

A ®B.

Assume it is not the case that one of the extended spectra of A and B

contains 0 while the other contains oo. In this case £tj is in $e(A, B). Further

assume A ® B is closable in X ®a Y with closure A ®0 B.

Theorem 4.4. (a)

(4.13) o„(A®aB) = ov(A).o„(B).

o(A®aB)\o„(A®aB)

(4.14) = {(o(A) \ o„(A)) ■ o(B) u o(A) • (o(B) \ ov(B))}

\o„(A)-o„(B).
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(b)

(4.15) a+(A ®aB) - o+(A)'Ov(B) u o.{A)- o+(B).

o„(A®aB)\o+(A®aB)

(4.16) = {owi(A) - (aff(5) \ a+ (B)) U fc(¿) \ a+ (A)) ■ a„(5)}

\{<r+W^,(5)Ua^)-a+(n)}.

(c) For X =£ 0 in the set (4.16)

nul(A ®a B - XI ®a I)

(4.17) =22 H(^ - pi)" - nul(A - pi)"'1)
<p,r)<=nz(\) />-i

• (nul(5 - vl)p - nul(B - pI)p~1).

The sum 2"_, is finite and in fact taken over those p with 1 < p < minia^

- pi), a(B - vI))for (p,v)E TV[(X), with 1 < p < a(A - pi) for (p, y) E

irf2(A) and with 1 < p < a(B - vf)for(p, v) E n¡,(A).

Theorem 4.5. (a)

(4.18) os(A®aB) = os(A)-os(B).

o(A ®aB)\os(A ®aB)

(4.19) - {(o(A) \ as(A)) ■ o(B) U o(A) ■ (o(B) \ os(B))}

\os(A)'Os(B).

(b)

(4.20) o_(A ®a B) = o_(A)- os(B) U os(A)- o_(B).

os(A®aB)\o_(A®aB)

(4.21) = {oSi(A) • (os(B) \ o.(B)) U i*s{A) \ o.(A)) ■ oSi(B)}

\{o_(A)-os(A)\Jos(A)-o_(B)}.

(c) ForX^O in the set (4.21)

def(yi ®a5-A7®05)

(4.22) =22 {àef(A - p7)' - def(A - pl)p~x)
(n,r)eng(X) P"i

• (def(5 - vl)p - def(B - vl)p~l).

The sum 2"_, is finite and in fact taken over those p with 1 < p < min(8(A
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- p7), 8(B - vI))for (p, v) E USX(X), with 1 < p < 8(A - pi) for (p, v) E
USX2(X) and with 1 < p < 8(B - vI)for (p, v) E US2X(X).

Theorem 4.6. (a)

oek{A ®a B) = [o+(A)• o.(B) U av(A)'M*)}

(4<23) (1 {(J.(A)-o0(B) U os(A)-o_(B)}.

o(A®aB)\aek(A®aB)

-{o.l{A)-(oil{B)\o+{B))\j(o„{A)\o+{A))-owl{B)
(4 24)

Uaoi(A)-(os(B)\o_(B))ö(as(A)\o_(A))-aSi(B)}

\ {the right member o/(4.23)}.

(b) For X ¥= 0 in the set (4.24), the formula (4.17) or (4.22) holds according as

X is in the set (4.16) or (4.21).

Remark. Some information about the case A = 0 in Theorems 4.4-4.5 will

be obtained from the Remark following the definition of the i- and h-

properties in §1.2.

It is a pleasure to thank Professor T. Ando for a helpful discussion in

constructing the example in §3.5, 3°.
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